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Strange occurrences on
the seventh floor

Halloween
hot topics
Consent, objectification and
cultural appropriation
Abigail Faulkner
Staff Writer

I would be surprised
if you missed it. From
your email inbox, to
your dorm building
walls, to the passageway from the union
to the FLC; messages
regarding blackface,
cultural appropriation
and consent are everywhere.
Halloween
does
seem to be wrapped up
in several contentious
issues that simmer
under our collective
cultural
awareness.
Behind the trick-ortreating and cute Halloween costumes, this
holiday has a way of
showing some of the
prejudices we have in
our society.

Objectification and
consent

What I do understand, and I am sure
most other women do
too, is slut-shaming
and consent issues
around women’s costumes. In pop culture,
the first thing that
comes to mind is the
classic Playboy bunny
look from the early
2000s in movies like
‘Mean Girls’ and ‘Legally Blonde’.
If women want to
dress sexy for Halloween then they should
be able to do that without all the slut-shaming. A woman wearing
a sexy Halloween costume does not mean
you have a free pass
with her. Male or female, what someone’s
wearing, at any time of
the year, is not an open
invitation to make unwanted sexual advances.

That being said, sexy
Halloween costumes
should not be the only
costumes available for
women to purchase.
There is an overwhelming amount of
provocative costumes
available for women
to the point that it’s
actually more difficult
to find a costume that
isn’t considered sexual.
Don’t believe me?
Right now, open another tab and type into
Google:
“costumes
for women’’. The vast
majority of costumes
are tight-fitting, short
and revealing. And
like I said, if that’s the
kind of costume you
prefer, and you find it
empowering, then by
all means go for it.
Wear whatever you
want, ladies. But for
me personally, I don’t
want to wear those
kinds of outfits. They
don’t make me feel
empowered. I want
to dress like Medusa
this year, but unfortunately, I can only find
“Sedusa” costumes.
That’s not even a bit
I came up with, that
was literally the name
of the costume I tried
on at Spirit Halloween
yesterday.
To me, they reek of
the male gaze. They
are designed with neither comfort nor selfexpression in mind.
They are designed to
dress women in a way
that appeals to a male
fantasy. Designed by
men so that women
look more conventionally attractive.
Continued on Page 6
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Would you survive the
Salem Witch Trials?

Sugar Ray Robinson’s
nightmare turned reality
Ian Longtin
Sports Editor

It’s happened to
everyone at one point
or another: You lay
down to sleep at night,
and end up having
a dream that feels
more real than others.
Typically, the details
and specifics of your
dreams get hazy and
drift away not long
after you wake up.
Some dreams are
different. Sometimes
you
remember
everything
that
happened, remember
exactly how everything
felt and swear the
dream felt more like
an actual memory or
premonition.
On the night of June
23, 1974, boxing legend
Sugar Ray Robinson
fell asleep the night
before the first title
defense of his career.
That night, Robinson
had one of these
supernaturally-realfeeling dreams. The

thing is, Robinson’s
dream unfolded right
before his eyes the next
day in the ring against
22-year-old
Jimmy
Doyle.
In
his
dream,
Robinson envisioned
himself knocking out
Doyle with a left hook.
The only problem was
in the dream Doyle
never got up off the
canvas, as he laid
there dead. Robinson
woke
up
shaken.
He
immediately
considered pulling out
of the fight. The dream
felt so real, and the last
thing Robinson wanted
to do was risk seriously
injuring Doyle.
A talk with a
Catholic
priest
convinced Robinson
that what happened
truly was just a dream,
and had no bearing
on that night’s fight.
Hours later, having
been convinced to
move forward with
the fight, Robinson’s
nightmare
unfolded

before his eyes.
Robinson controlled
the fight for the first
seven rounds. Victory
was all but guaranteed
when a left hook, just
like the one Robinson
had
envisioned,
connected with Doyle’s
head, knocking him to
the canvas. The referee
quickly realized Doyle
was unresponsive, and
the boxer was rushed
to a nearby hospital.

The
attempts
to
revive
Doyle
were
unsuccessful.
Robinson’s dream had
become reality, just as
he was afraid of.
Later,
Robinson
spoke on the dream
saying, “I woke up in a
cold sweat, yelling for
Jimmy to ‘get up, get
up, get up.’ My yelling
woke me up, I guess.
Full story on Page 9
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Haunted National parks

As we near Halloween, landmarks across the country get spookier
Grant Ayers
Variety Editor

While there’s an
urban legend, myth
or old folktale buried
within every city across
the United States, some
stories have gotten
much more traction
than others. Haunted
farms, woods and other
outdoor venues have
gotten plenty of time
in the spotlight in part
to movies and other
entertainment,
along
with urban legends.
Few give the attention
to some of the nation’s
most haunted national
parks that they deserve.
Hidden in plain sight
across the country lie
some of the most eerie
and sinister tales that

have taken place over
centuries in the U.S.

The Torture
Chamber

First on the list is
the Torture Chamber
located within Jewel
Cave
National
Monument,
S.D.
Adventurers
have
explored this cave for
as long as time can
tell, with no explorer
finding an end in sight
to this day. As of today’s
records, it stands as the
third-longest cave in
the world, yet it could
be longer with more
exploring.
The cave goes back so
far that the mind begins
to play tricks, with
sounds of water and
other distant echoes
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delivering chills to checking out during the
the tourist’s spine. Halloween season as
With it being one of it’s only one state away.
the shortest drives
from our campus, it’s Continued on Page 4
most certainly worth

The Haunted North Dakota Sanitarium
Alissa Knudson
Co-News Editor

The
San
Haven
Sanitarium,
located
in North Dakota, has
been abandoned for
years; however, some
believe that those who
died may still haunt the
halls of the building.
The
Sanitarium,
otherwise known as the
San Haven Sanitarium,

first housed patients
in November of 1912.
Now, only trespassers
and ghost hunters travel
onto its properties.
The
San
Haven
Sanitarium
was
originally created to
treat and care for those
with
tuberculosis.
Tuberculosis is an
infectious disease that
can severely affect

the lungs. At the
time of discovery in
1882,
Tuberculosis
had “killed one out of
every seven people
living in the United
States and Europe,”
according to the Center
for Disease Prevention
and Control (CDC).
Starting in 1875, the
United States started
building sanitariums to

move those suffering
from
Tuberculosis
out of their homes,
preventing the spread
of the disease to their
families.
Tuberculosis patients
in the 1900s, prior
to the creation of
the antibiotics, were
treated with proper
nutrition, fresh air and
sunshine. In the San

Haven
Sanitarium,
they would place the
patients beds in front
of windows to allow
for their treatment.
When the San Haven
Sanitarium first opened
in 1912 near Dunseith,
it only housed 12
patients but quickly
grew to 140 that same
year, according to
Only in Your State.

This location was
chosen near Dunseith
“because of the higher
altitude, less snowfall,
drier
atmosphere,
and
favorable
conditions for patients
with
tuberculosis,”
according to the State
Historical Society of
North Dakota.
Continued on Page 3
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Not Guilty Strange occurrences on
by way of demonic
the
seventh
f
loor
possession
Questionable happenings take place in a former
resident’s dorm
Anne Kesler

Head News Editor

Arne Johnson attempted to
avoid murder charge due to
demonic possession
Courtney Entzi
Staff Writer

In the new film
Conjuring 3, “The
Devil Made Me Do
It,” the trial of Arne
Johnson is explored.
He is on trial for
murder,
and
his
defense, not guilty
by way of demonic
possession.
There have been
other instances of this
defense outside the
U.S. but unfortunately
for Johnson Judge
Robert
Callahan
refused his defense due
to its unexplainable
nature.
Johnson’s
attorney then plead
self defense instead
in order to get around
the halting of their
demonic defense.
“While admitting
he’s not sure whether
demon possession is
possible, Callahan said
… he knows it’s not
a legal defense and
considers evidence of it
irrelevant, unprovable
and
needlessly
confusing to a jury,”
The Courant reported.

“[He] would go into
a trance,” Glatzel
told People. “He
would growl and say
he saw the beast.
Later he would have
no memory of it. It
was just like David.”
In an interview
with people, Johnson’s
girlfriend
at
the
time, Debbie Glatzel
explained Johnson’s
behavior and how
it was similar to her
brother’s possession.
“[He] would go into
a trance,” Glatzel told
People. “He would
growl and say he saw
the beast. Later he
would have no memory
of it. It was just like
David.”
According to the
family,
Johnson’s
possession began after

he told the demons
inhabiting
David’s
body to take him
instead during an
exorcism. Not long
after said exorcism,
Johnson killed Alan
Bono with a pocket
knife on February 16,
1981, according to the
Virginia law archives.
In an interview at
the time of the murder,
Glatzel explained how
Johnson prompted the
demons to enter him.
“He wanted to do
what he could to help
David,” Glatzel said.
“He said, ‘I’m not
afraid of you. I’ll fight
you.’ I said, ‘Oh my
God, Cheyenne,’ why
did you say that?’ He
said, ‘I don’t like to see
your brother like that.’
“
Arne was eventually
found guilty of first
degree manslaughter
and sentenced to 10-2years. He served five
years of his sentence
due to good behavior
and married Debbie
while imprisoned.
There are few other
reported cases of
attempted defenses of
demonic possession but
on the flip side many
people who attempt to
perform exorcisms that
end badly are left with
murder charges.
Skeptics of demonic
possession are quick
to deny the defendants
claims after a death
to an exorcism and
because of this there
is a continued question
of how to handle such
cases. Due to the
inability to prove or
deny possession, like
Johnson’s judge, many
judges find the claims
to be unable to stand in
court.
Something used in
the film by Ed Warren,
a demonologist who
aided Arne Johnson,
was the fact that people
are sworn in on a bible
in court, therefore, he
believed it was unfair
to accept the realness
of God but not the
devil.

In the 2020 edition
of the Spooktrum, an
article stated NDSU’s
campus had at least
two locations with
reports of strange
happenings. After a
talk with a former
Sevrinson resident, a
third location has been
revealed.
Sevrinson Hall was
one of the first two
highrises to be built
on NDSU’s campus
in 1967. With the first
floor being used for
lounging, recreation
and living quarters for
the head resident, the
remaining eight floors
are reserved for student
housing.
Throughout
the
years, there have been
no documented reports
of anything spooky
going
on,
except
maybe their kitchen in
the basement, but that
remains a different kind
of spooky. That is until
one former resident
said something strange
occurred not one, but
two times while living
in their dorm on the

seventh floor.
One
occurrence
happened
right
before they left for
Thanksgiving break
“I had a container of
Clorox wipes sitting on
top of my luggage for
days,” said the former
resident. “At about
two in the morning, I
grabbed my phone to
turn on my flashlight
so I could toss my
AirPods onto my
recliner. As soon as I
shined the light on the
container, it fell onto
the floor and rolled
underneath my bed.”
The
second
occurrence took place
around the same time
on a different night.
The resident was lying
in bed when their
closet door suddenly
opened without anyone
else being in the room.
Sevrinson’s closets
use magnets to keep
the doors shut. Some
magnets have worn
out over the years
while others stick like
superglue.
“Those were the
only two instances, but
they seemed a little out
of the ordinary,” the

Photograph of Sevrinson Hall at NDSU. Anne Kesler |The Spectrum
resident said
remains a mystery.
C o i n c i d e n t a l l y,
years
before
the
To continue this
resident lived in the
spooky story, head
dorm, a nonresident
over to
happened to pass away
thespectrum.com
on Sevrinson’s seventh
floor, according to
local news reports.
Whether the Clorox
wipes fell on their own,
or the opening of the
closet door was from
a magnet malfunction

Trick-or-treating encouraged by CDC
as COVID-19 cases continue to slow

Read the recommended guidelines for the upcoming Halloweekend
viewed as a moderate- others,”
said
Jen “With no mandates in
Anne Kesler
Head News Editor

Hurry to the shelves
and purchase those
remaining bags of
candies to hand out on
Halloween this year.
With Covid-19 cases
dropping dramatically
since Sept. 15, Centers
for Disease Control and
Prevention
Director
Rochelle
Walensky
encouraged Americans
to get outside and
celebrate the holiday.
During
Walenksy’s
interview with host
Chris Wallace on Fox
News Sunday, she said,
“I would say put on
those costumes, stay
outside and enjoy your
trick-or-treating.“
Walensky did state
however, that she
wouldn’t gather in
large settings outside
and do screaming like
you are seeing in those
football games, if you
are unvaccinated.
Trick-or-treating, when
keeping your distance
and staying outdoors,
is now viewed as a
safe activity for adults
and children on this
upcoming
spooky
holiday. Last fall,
trick-or-treating was

risk safety activity and
gathering
activities
were considered highrisk, causing many
businesses,
schools
and community events
to be canceled for the
spooky season.
North Dakota State
University did not
hold any of their usual
Halloween festivities
last year due to the
pandemic.
This year however, in
accordance with the
CDC guidelines, the
university was able
to host their BOO!
at NDSU event for
children to experience
Halloween campus life
on Sunday.
Track
and
field
student, Trent Davis,
told Valley News on
Sunday, “Everything
kind of got shutdown
last year and I’ve
known that we’ve done
this in past years so
it’s really good to get
everybody back out.
Gives the kids a chance
to interact with some of
the students especially
for the athletes too.
That’s really cool for
them.”
“It’s a way for them
to
connect
with

Kacere, the assistant
director in leadership
development
for
Residence
Life
on campus, when
speaking with Valley
News. “They love
seeing the kids in their
costumes and it’s really
about showing kids
what it’s like to be in
college.”
The CDC seemed
to be working on
a
trick-or-treating
guide but is now
redirecting people to
view their celebrations
page to learn how
to keep families and
individuals safe for the
holiday season.
General ways to stay
safe include getting
vaccinated to protect
those that are not
eligible for vaccines
such as young children,
wearing masks while
indoors,
staying
outdoors as much as
possible and avoiding
crowded and poorly
ventilated spaces.
Halloween
parties,
bar hopping and other
activities that involve
large
amounts
of
people should follow
above guidelines as
well.

place, we recommend
following
CDC
guidelines,” the North
Dakota
Department
of
Health
said
when asked about
Halloween guidelines
for N.D. residents.
“Recommendations
include those given by
CDC Director Rochelle
Walensky
stating
that trick-or-treating
outside in small groups
is the safest plan for
children.”
The NDDoH also
recommends skipping
Halloween
parties,
especially if they are
indoors.
Outdoor
parties are safer than
indoor parties but if
people happen to throw
or attend a Halloween
gathering, they need
to bring in lots of fresh
air.
Opening windows and
doors can improve air
flow as well as running
a window fan in an
open window to send
indoor air back outside.
This will pull more
fresh air in through the
other open windows.
Stay safe from ghouls,
goblins,
vampires
and the virus this
Halloween season.
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The Haunted North Dakota Sanitarium
The San Haven Sanitarium is left abandoned with cases of paranormal activity
Continued from Front Page
The
building
was solely used for
Tuberculosis patients
up until 1957 when the
building opened for
the developmentally
disabled, renaming the
building the San Haven
State School for the
Feeble Minded.
The
building
eventually
closed
down and patients were
transferred to their
individual community
facilities. In 1989 the
facility was abandoned
by the state officials
and shortly after the
land and building were
purchased by the Turtle
Mountain Band of
Chippewa people.
According to the
Travel
Channel,
“The building was
constructed
on
Chippewa land, which
some
eyewitnesses
believe could be the
root of the property’s
problems.”
The
building has since had
the reputation of being
haunted by former
patients and others who
died on the property.
According to the Minot
Daily News, “at least
1,000 people died at

San Haven, with many
buried on the property
in unmarked graves.”
Those who enter
the building have said
that they have seen
floating apparitions and
have heard a baby cry
on the property. Some
who enter the building
claim that they have
been attacked by an
unknown spirit and
walk away from the
building with injuries.
According to the
Travel Channel, “Back
in 2001, a 17-yearold fell 40 feet down
the elevator shaft to
his death.” The site
was also the location
of a Ghost Adventure
episode which aired in
2016. In the episode,
the crew talks with
others who have been
affected on the site and
explore the property
themselves. They also
recorded a spooky
Electronic
Voice
Phenomenon on the
property.
Since the residents
and state officials
evacuated the facility,
the abandoned building
slowly
deteriorated
with time. From the

Dec 21/ Jan 22
Earn up to $5000
AXISPAYS.com

beautiful facility that it
was, vandals and lack
of upkeep destroyed
the property. Currently
the building is in ruins
with broken windows,
peeling pain and fallen
walls.
The
building
contains controversy on
the suspicious activity
that now occupies the
site. Some believe
that mistreatment of
patients occurred when
the building was still
open; although, many
former
employees
have come forward
to denounce these
theories. The property
now marks one of the
most haunted sites on
North Dakota land.
According to the Travel
Channel, “the spirits
are restless in this
house of unimaginable
pain and horror.”
The building is on
private property and
is not open to public
tourism or visitation;
however, those who
dare trespass on the
property want to see
the mysteries of the
haunted San Haven
Sanitarium themselves.

The abandoned San Haven Sanitarium.
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Haunted national parks
across the U.S.

Continued from Front Page
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Batman- The Long Halloween (1996-2021)
Patrick Ullmer
Staff Writer

It’s Halloween: the
time of year when I buy
candy, put it in a bowl,
sit at the front door…
and eat it all by myself
because I get no trickor-treaters visiting my
area of town. It’s also
the set-piece for the
most influential Batman
graphic novel, “The
Long Halloween”.
Written by Jeph
Loeb and illustrated
by Tim Sale, it was
adapted
into
two
animated feature films
this summer. “The
Long
Halloween”
changed the Batman
mythos into the grittier,
down-to-earth setting
we know and cherish
today.

The graphic novel
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Jewel Cave National Monument is also known as “The Torture Chamber”.

Rocky Mountain This national park is is listed as the country’s
located in N.M. and first official national
National Park
The
infamous
Stanley Hotel may be
resting just outside of
the Rocky Mountain
National
Park
in
Denver, Colo., but the
RMNP is more than
happy to associate
themselves with the
hotel solely for the
mysterious inspiration
for Stephen King’s
‘The Shining’.
Guests over the
decades have reported
seeing and hearing
children, as well as the
former owner Stanley
himself around the
hotel from time to
time. While many can
overlook the children,
it gets even creepier
when guests ask the
front
desk
who’s
currently
residing
above them, only to
find out that the room
above is vacant and
locked.

Mammoth Cave
National Park

The
Mammoth
Cave in Ky. has
had its fair share of
reported hauntings and
mysterious sightings
for good reason. It’s
heavily rumored that
hundreds of Native
Americans died in
the cave centuries
beforehand, along with
many explorers since
then who have gotten
trapped and couldn’t
find their way out in
time. Plenty of visitors
have reported hearing
ghosts and seeing their
outlines in the shadows
as they run for safety.

Slaughter Canyon
Cave

happens to be most
known for the cave in
the heart of the national
park. It’s said that one
of the most unique
aspects of this national
attraction is the view
of the cave from the
outside at sunset.
Over 400,000 freetailed
bats
leave
that cave in unison,
offering anyone nearby
an unforgettable sight
that’s both beautiful
and terrifying. With
no electricity, lights
or paved trails, park
attendees are truly on
their own for this one.

Skidoo

Skidoo, a notoriously
warm desert park, is
a haunting landmark
located
in
the
central area of Death
Valley
National
Park, Calif. Having
been surrounded by
populated towns in
the Wild West era in
the past, most of these
towns are ghost towns,
holding
a
certain
weight and intensity
when visiting. There’s
old folklore and tales
that state visitors of
the area have seen a
headless ghost lurking
in the shadows that was
sentenced to death for
murder over a century
ago.

The Pine Barrens

Finally, The Pine
Barrens,
located
inside the New Jersey
Pinelands
National
Reserve in N.J., have
haunted people for
much longer than many
of the other landmarks
listed above. The park

reserve, with plenty
of history to back that
statement.
Over the previous
260 years, there have
been numerous bodies
found,
reports
of
suicide and much more
than natural beings
reported. There have
been numerous claims
to sights of a flying
creature with glowing
eyes and the head of a
goat.
While this clearly
sounds more than
mythical, it’s certainly
more mysterious that
this creature has been
reported by people
who visit from all over
the country, with no
possible connection to
hearing about this tale
before the age of the
Internet.
While this does
sound like something
that only N.J. could
possibly create, the
reports
have
left
scientists and biologists
confused and wishing
to find hard data and
clear answers.
These
national
landmarks,
some
hidden and some more
well-known,
have
haunted our country
for centuries and will
continue to do so
for long after we all
pass. Having visited
a handful of these
locations, it’s more
than worth the journey
to check out some
of the bone-chilling
destinations, especially
around the spookiest
time of the year.

Released
as
a
13-issue event between
1996-1997, the story
grounds the fictional
Gotham City and its
lawman, vigilantes and
criminals alike into a
believable,
realistic
world. Focusing less
on Batman’s gadgets
and mainly on the
dangerous
social
and fiscal politics of
organized crime in
Gotham, this story
takes a darker turn
when
an
assassin
named the Holiday
killer, begins murdering
members of the crime
family
beginning
on Halloween and
further
heightening
mayhem in Gotham
City, culminating in
the advent of Batman’s
more bitter and iconic
enemy.
This book heavily
influenced
“The
Dark Knight” trilogy,
and apparently the
upcoming,
uberimaginatively
titled
“The Batman” (2022)
while also borrowing
plot elements from the
underrated
“Batman
Forever” (1995). At its
core is a deeply human
fable including Batman/
Bruce Wayne’s endless
crusade, Commissioner
Gordon‘s
attempts
to make time for his
family between work

and district attorney
Harvey Dent’s attempts
to
strengthen
his
marital life. However,
all are pulled away
by the rising and
complicated war on
crime.
Complicated
and puzzling, this
mystery can only be
solved by the world’s
greatest detective as
he is called, especially
when the red-herring
becomes the killer,
only to become the
red-herring
again.
Armed with intrigue
with an edge of cynical
brutality and twisted
irony, this story asks
the question which
no reader can answer,
“Did the good guys
win?”

Review: 4.5/5

The film(s)

Released in June
and July of this past
summer, both films
follow
the
books
closely in tomography
with several scenes
lifted directly from
the graphic novel,
specifically when a
bathing mobster is
murdered, concluding
in a bath of blood. I
would have preferred
the colorful cartoon to
look more like the dark,
noir aesthetic of Tim
Sale’s art, but that’s just
me.
Where the films
work best is in the
voice cast including
Jensen
Ackles
as
Batman which is so
perfectly fitting it feels
supernatural (I don’t
know why I made that
joke, I never watched
the show). However,
the most effective voice
is that of a psychotic
murderer,
Calendar
Man voiced by David
Dastmalchian who first
played Thomas Schiff
in “The Dark Knight”,
a psychotic Joker cult
leader in the TV’s
“Gotham” and most
notably
Polka-Dot
man in “The Suicide
Squad”. (Wow, talk
about climbing the
comic-book
movie
corporate ladder).
The film’s change
many aspects such

as the identity of the
Holiday killer, with the
red-herring becoming
minced herring at the
end of “Part One”.
Batman here is less
world’s
greatest
detective and more
“Batman Year 1.5”.
He makes mistakes,
gets beaten physically
and gets caught at a
disadvantage by the
crooks he fights quite
often. My favorite
statement is by a
criminal he captured
who walked due to
lack of evidence; “And
I told him where he
could stick the cape.” I
don’t doubt that.
The best addition is
the human development
of the prime antagonist
mob boss, Carmine
Falcone, and how he
somewhat
becomes
like Bruce Wayne’s
surrogate father. “All
we get is all we take,” he
says as he gives young
Bruce his lucky coin
which later becomes
Two-Face’s
murder
catalyst, a philosophy
Bruce takes to heart.
In the book, Falcone
remains a cardboardcutout villain, but here
he is shown as a tragic
figure who knows his
sins have finally caught
up with him. Near the
end of “Part Two,” I
asked myself, “Gosh,
am I really caring for
the bad guy?”
Ending
on
a
depressing note, it
lacks the book’s bitter
triumph shrouded by
unexplained mystery,
settling for a more
disappointing, nihilistic
conclusion answering
the question indirectly.
Did the good guys win?
Yes, but at what cost? I
can answer that, “At
the cost of being good
guys.”

Review: 3.5/5

On a brighter note, I
was quite glad Walmart
released these films on
past-their-prime DVDs
as an “exclusive”.
Hey Walmart, can
you please put new
releases on VHS’s
as “exclusives” too?
Pretty please?

Patrick Ullmer |Photo Courtesy
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The trendiest last-minute Halloween costumes
As Halloween nears, don’t forget some of the greatest pop
culture moments of the year

Jack O’ Lanterns and their
darker origins
Patrick Ullmer
Staff Writer

‘Netflix’ Twitter| Photo Courtesy

‘Squid Game’ is sure to be one of the hottest costumes this season.

Grant Ayers
Variety Editor

Some people may
have been looking
forward to Halloween
like it’s an early
Christmas and planned
for weeks, or even
months, in advance.
Many other busy
college students, on the
other hand, may have
let time slip by and
have to cram to find a
hit Halloween costume
that’s sure to blow
expectations away.
Between
hit
television shows, viral
memes and cultural
resets, this year brought
forth some of the most
memorable moments
in the last few years.
2021 has offered no
shortage of ideas to
college students who
look to outdo each
other’s costumes at
competitions, costume
parties
and
other
events.
Bernie
Sanders
‘Mittens Meme’
At the top of the year,

Bernie was asking for
your attention once
again. A screenshot of
Sanders sitting outside
in a chair with his
infamous mittens and
disposable mask went
viral across all social
media platforms.
With temperatures
dipping in Fargo, there
is no better time than
now to bundle up and
stay masked just as
Sanders did. Simply
find a chair in the party,
look
disappointed
in everyone else for
the decisions they’ve
made, or are about to
make and take home
that costume party cash
prize.
Olivia
Rodrigo
‘SOUR’ Album Cover
Viral pop star Olivia
Rodrigo debuted one
of the best-selling
albums of 2021. The
only thing about her
that’s just as iconic
as her music is her
‘SOUR’ album cover.
As she represents this
generation’s
angst
and moodiness, it’s

extremely easy to
replicate the cover with
a bright-colored sticker
pack from any local
store.
For anyone that
wants to go the extra
mile, black extensions,
a pink top, a blue skirt
and rings are sure to
impress. Just don’t get
too into character; you
don’t want to be that
one person sitting in
the corner of the party
crying over their ex as
you listen to “déjà vu”
or “traitor”.
To continue this
spooky story, head
over to thespectrum.
com and continue
from
‘Squid Game’ outfit

A few years back I
was carving pumpkins
with my siblings on
Halloween night and
asked a sibling for some
direction in how she
wanted her pumpkin
to look. “What kind of
eyes do you want it to
have?” I asked. “Scary
eyes,” she responded.
“What kind of nose?”
“Scary nose.” “What
kind of mouth?” (You
guessed it) “Scary
mouth.” I may have
thought all this was a
bit silly for carving a
jack o’ lantern, but I
didn’t know the story
behind such carved
vegetables.
Pumpkin
carving
may be considered a
wholesome, carefree
activity every family
gathers to celebrate
every October; the
Irish Legend behind the
American occupation
is about as sharp and
hard-edged as the

knife that converts the
pumpkin into a jack
o’ lantern. The jack
o’ lantern derives its
name from the Irish
folktale of a trickster
named “Stingy Jack”,
a man who didn’t play
safe when it came to
practical jokes.
I learned this story
from
the
History
Channel, so I can only
assume they know
more of the topic than
I would. In the time
of this story, jack o’
lanterns were carved
upon
gourds
and
turnips as pumpkins
had not yet entered the
chat.
The story of Stingy
Jack began when he
was having a drink
at his local pub with
the Devil and tricked
him into showing
him a magic trick in
exchange for his soul.
This trick was for the
Devil to turn himself
into a gold coin. No
sooner had this been
done, Jack snatched up

the coin and set it in his
pocket next to a silver
cross he had inside. He
only released the Devil
when he was promised
his soul back in return.
Unlike
Daniel
Webster who tricked
the Devil once and
knew when to call it
a day (according to
William Dieterie), Jack
was up to his tricks a
second time by tricking
the devil to climb a tree
to retrieve some fruit
for him, the exchange
again being Jack’s soul.
To continue this
spooky story, head
over to thespectrum.
com and continue from

“No sooner had
the”

Cassy Tweed | The Spectrum
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My paranormal Surviving the Salem witch trials
experience
Consider whether or not you would be named a witch

What made me think twice
about dismissing ghost stories
Abigail Faulkner
Staff Writer

Readers,
Happy Halloween!
To round out this
spooky season I have
nothing more valuable
than I can impart to you
than my own personal
spooky story.
It was fall of last year
and I had just left a
friend’s house. It was
the first time my parents
let me stay out past my
10 o’clock curfew since
I was only watching
a documentary with a
friend. It was around
11 o’clock and it was
time for me to make the
15-minute drive from
Horace to my home in
West Fargo. It was a
fun night and I grabbed
my backpack, walked
out of her house, and
sat in my 2016 Ford
Focus.
As soon as I sat
in the driver’s seat
I was overcome by
the feeling of having
someone sitting in the
seat behind me. So
just to be safe, I turned
on my car light and
looked behind me and
there was no one there
behind me.
If you are a car
person, then you know
that the Ford Focus is
a very small car. They
just barely have a
middle seat in the back
and barely enough
legroom for anyone
older than nine. My
car only has one row
behind the driver’s
seat. So, if there was
someone in the car I
would have been able
to spot someone with
no problem.
So knowing no one
was behind me and the
radio playing, I began
the drive home
The street she lives
on runs parallel to
Sheyenne. With two
stop signs before I
was able to turn right
towards Sheyenne.
At 15 miles an hour,

I crept down the street.
My anxiety began to
swirl in my stomach
with every yard my car
crept.
One stop sign.
The longer I drove
down the road the
stronger the presence
became.
It felt like a hand was
just behind my neck. If
the hair stood up on my
neck anymore I would
feel someone touching
me. It felt like choking.
It felt like someone was
in my personal space.
It felt like when you
have your back turned,
but you know someone
was watching.
By the time I reached
the second stop sign,
I put my car in park,
turned on the ceiling
light and turned to look.
No one.
The knot of anxiety
did not uncoil.
I turned right toward
Sheyenne and quickly
drove down the short,
narrow road racing
to the left turn that
would take me out
of this neighborhood
and towards town.
Finally, I was at the
left turn that would
take me onto Sheyenne
and away from this
neighborhood.
That is when it
happened. My radio
stopped working. Life
97.9 was replaced with
static. My comforting,
Christian radio station
turned off. In fact, the
radio stopped working
altogether.
I turned the dial-in
both directions,
To continue this
spooky story, head
over to thespectrum.
com and continue from
“Static”

Delaney Halloran
Opinion Editor

The Salem witch
trials have become lore
for television shows
and young-adult fiction
novels. It can be harder
to remember that those
trials caused mass
hysteria that led to the
deaths of 19 people and
accusations of more
than 200.
Between Feb. of 1692
and May of 1963, the
colonial town of Mass.
was home to the most
deadly witch hunt in
the history of colonial
North
America.
Looking back, it’s no
wonder it’s hard to
believe that so many
were accused, and
more than this, that so
many pleaded guilty.
So the question
remains: would you
have survived the
Salem witch trials?

Do you believe in
ghosts?

Though believing in
the supernatural might
seem like a sure-fire
way to ‘out’ yourself
as a witch, in Puritan
Salem the opposite was
actually true. It was
believed that those who
denied the reality of
ghosts and spirits were
also in denial about the
existence of God.
If you denied that
ghosts were real, you
would be labeled a
heretic — a disbeliever
of angels. So sorry to
all the staunchly antighost, your chances are
already looking pretty
slim.

Are you a woman?

Here’s the real money
question, because 78%
of those accused and
convicted of witchcraft
were women. It’s no
accident that when
we think of witches
today we think of
women with pointed
hats and black robes.
This stereotype has its
roots in Puritan belief
in the sinful nature of
women.
At the time of the
trials, the prevailing
thought process was
that women were
intrinsically bad and
more likely to suffer
damnation than men.
Women would have to
actively work to thwart
the Devil from their
lives, lest he overtake
their souls.
Not to mention that
women were less likely
to hold political sway
and power. Accusing
a woman of witchcraft
might land her a stay
in jail, where a man
might lose his fortune
and property, so people
were more wary to
accuse them.

Are you
unmarried or
childless?

Women who were
unable or unwilling
to conform to Puritan
standards were more
likely to be accused of
witchcraft. Something
that
was
pushed
heavily by the Puritan
church was getting
married and having lots
of babies. Individuals
without a spouse or
children were easy
targets for accusations.
Although, family was
a double-edged sword
in Salem society. It
was very common
for family members
of an accused witch
to also be accused by
association.

“Between Feb.
of 1692 and
May of 1963,
the colonial town
of Mass. was
home to the most
deadly witch hunt
in the history of
colonial North
America.”
Are you wealthy?

Sarah Good, one of
the first three people
accused in the trials,
was called out because
of her reputation.
Because she was poor,
she was thought to be
without
self-control
and discipline, and
therefore a witch.
Individuals who were
known to be destitute
were also easy targets
because they had little
ability to publicly
sway others through
accusations,
which
was a common way
those accused avoided
execution.

Are you white?

Tituba, a famous
figure in the trials, was
an enslaved woman
from the West Indies.
She was also one of
the three individuals
first accused; with her

cultural
differences
being the main evidence
for
her
possible
‘crime’. In general,
individuals who were
othered, either through
their race, culture or
lack of freedom, were
likely to be accused of
witchcraft.

Do you wear ‘odd’
clothing?

So the Puritans were
a little fast and loose
with the word ‘odd’.
Apparently
wearing
black clothing was
reason enough to be
considered a witch.
Bridget Bishop was
accused and later
hanged because she
wore black and owned
a coat that had an
awkward cut. You can’t
make this stuff up.

Do you have any
enemies?

Before the witch
trials, Salem was a
politically fraught and
tense place. Scandals,
grabs for power and
feuds left huge rifts
in the community.
With this, it is
commonly
believed
that individuals with
personal
grudges
would accuse their
enemies out of spite.
There were many
ways to accuse people,
and with very little
work on the accusers’s
part. If someone said
they saw an apparition
of an individual, a
spectral vision trying to
afflict them, then that
person they saw was
affected by the Devil.
All someone would
need to do is say the
spectral vision was of
their greatest opponent
and that would be
considered admissible
evidence.
Or, another form of
proof was if someone
was having a fit; a very
common affliction at
the time thought to be
a symptom of hysteria.
If the accused touched
the individual and the
fit stopped, then they
were a witch.

Do you read

horoscopes or
make your own
lotion?

This one might sound
really out there, but
just about everything
was a sign of being a
witch. If you owned
books on palmistry
or horoscopes, owned
some sort of mystery
ointment or had a
birthmark — called
a witch’s teat —
this could be proof
enough that you were
practicing witchcraft.
That means every
person out here using
Co-Star, making doit-yourself
anything
or the greater part of
the population with
birthmarks or moles
would be accused
with very little fuss of
practicing witchcraft.

So would you
survive the trials?

Probably not. Anyone
with
convictions,
opinions
or
the
unfortunate habit of
being in the wrong
place at the wrong
time would not have
avoided accusation.
What
occurred
in Salem can seem
ridiculous now, but
it is a prime example
of what can happen
when
political
manipulation
and
abuses of power lead
to religious extremism,
false accusations and
problems in the justice
system. All of these
dangers aren’t too
far out of our current
national reality.
The Salem witch
trials
aren’t
just
about remembering a
historical event that
seems now bettersuited for television,
they are a reminder
of
the
gendered,
racialized and political
history of our country.
As a woman without
children or a husband,
who
often
wears
black and checks my
horoscope, I wouldn’t
have lasted two seconds
in 1690s Salem, but
that’s for the best.

An exaggerated drawing of the trials in Salem. Joseph Baker | Wikimedia Commons |Photo Courtesy
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Halloween hot topics
And of course, all of
the costumes are worn
by rail-thin women.
And because I don’t
want to wear a costume
that shows every part
of me, most years I end
up buying all the elements of the costume
individually.
For example, last
year my boyfriend and
I went as Mickey and
Minnie mouse. Instead
of buying a Minnie
costume from the store,
I bought a red 50’s
style dress and mouse
ears off Amazon, borrowed shoes from my
mom and did some
cute makeup.
I wouldn’t be surprised either if most
of you ladies out there
did something similar.
Even if I was comfortable wearing more
revealing clothing, I
still wouldn’t because
I don’t trust men to respect me or my boundaries if I did experiment
more with my style.
Do I wear short dresses? Sure, but around
family or friends. Do
I wear skirts and tight
shirts? Sure, I have no

issues wearing those
kinds of things around
my boyfriend. But not
around strangers, especially not on a holiday where partying and
drinking are commonplace.
I have lost count of
how many court cases
I have read where a
guy suffers little to no
punishment for violence against women
because it was the alcohol or because he’s got
a bright future.
And even though I
know clothing doesn’t
make a difference —
not statistically — I
still can’t bring myself to dress differently because I have
had it burned into my
mind that clothing does
matter. The Washington Post reported, “A
Federal Commission
on Crime of Violence
Study found that just
4.4 percent of all reported rapes involved
‘provocative
behavior.’”
So if you’re not going to be respectful,
if you’re not going to
learn the roots of what

Continued from Front Page

you’re imitating, then
simply don’t.
So be careful out
there this Halloween!
Be respectful to one
another. And fashion
majors, please design
better costumes for us.
I am tired of having the
same problem every
year. I don’t want to be
a sexy pirate, I am cool
just being a pirate.

cultural appropriation
is.
Like
obviously,
don’t do black face.
Duh. Being Asian for
Halloween is idiotic
at best. But how
do you toe the line
between
respecting
and
appropriating
someone’s culture?
Our good friend
Google
says
appropriation is, “The
unacknowledged
or
Cultural
inappropriate adoption
appropriation
the
customs,
Last year I was of
practices,
ideas,
etc. of
browsing
through
one
people
or
society
Instagram
and
I
stumbled
upon
a by members of another
post from one of my and typically more
mom’s friends. It was a dominant people or
picture of her daughter society.”
wearing a Halloween
costume from Carmen
So if you’re
Sandiago. She was
not going to be
ridiculously cute, and
who wouldn’t want to respectful, if you’re
be Carmen Sandiego?
not going to learn
She’s a badass.
Just one thing though.
the roots of what
As far as I know, their
you’re imitating,
family is not Latinx. So
is it still cool that this
then simply don’t.
little girl is wearing
this costume? Do
Okay, so don’t be
you feel differently
rude. And the more I
knowing that she’s
think about examples
white than when you
that I know to be
did before knowing that
cultural appropriation,
information?
That’s
the more I understand.
when I finally learned
For example, Hijabs,
I have no idea what
turbans and Native

headdresses are all
very significant to their
culture of origin. As
such, they shouldn’t be
trivialized or made fun
of.
There is also the worry
about
gentrification.
The most prevalent
example I can think of
is braids or cornrows. I
don’t think it would be
appropriate for me to
have that hairstyle as a
white person.
First off, my hair
texture is very different
from that of a Black
person. Second and
more
importantly,
those hair designs
are traditionally from
people of color. And I
don’t want to make a
trend out of something
that is a part of Black
people’s rich culture.
Hair is undoubtedly
tied to identity and
self-expression. I think
Makenna Roy said
it best in her opinion
piece on this topic
when she mentioned,
“White women often
appropriate
Black
culture and use it
as
an
accessory
and
a
personality
trait. Culture isn’t a
personality trait.”
So if you’re not
going to be respectful,

if you’re not going to
learn the roots of what
you’re imitating, then
simply don’t.
So let’s return to our
earlier example. Is it
cultural appropriation
for that little girl to
wear her Carmen
Sandiago costume? No,
she’s paying homage to
one of her heroes. And
even though she’s not
Latina, I think it’s still
beautiful that little girls
look up to all kinds of
women and heroes,
even ones that dont
look like them.
But if you don’t
know, if you’re not
sure, then ask a person
of color. Despite my
research, I am still not
an expert. I am simply
a girl out here doing my
best to educate myself
on these issues. Their
voice takes precedence
over mine. I don’t want
this to be read without
being able to lift up
the voice of people of
color that have written
about this issue.
This is just what I
have learned. And I
just want to impart that
upon you.
So don’t be a bad
human this Hallowen.
Be respectful to women
and to people of color.

Halloween is the sexiest holiday
The definitive list of holidays by sex-appeal
Delaney Halloran
Opinion Editor

I know the question
on everyone’s mind
these days: What makes
a holiday sexy? — No?
This hasn’t been on
your mind? Well then
let me enlighten you
with the answer to a
fantastic question with
a not-so-easy answer.
Determining holiday
sexiness
requires
the utmost care and
seriousness.
Please
come prepared for my
definitive, absolutely
unbiased, non-satirical
ranking of some fanfavorite holidays by
sexiness level.

Number one:
Halloween

Of course Halloween
is ranked first: role
play, an excuse to wear
leather, free chocolate
— the holiday is
dripping in sex appeal.
For one night (or
full week if you

follow NDSU’s party
rules), you get free
reign to dress in a
way that would bring
you scornful glances
any other. Halloween
has everything from
vampires to scary
haunted houses with
lots of excuses for
cuddling up close to
someone.
Not
to
mention
Halloween’s
roots
in
paganism
and
the occult; there’s
something about it
that’s just so wrong it’s
right.
Just
remember
friends: consent is sexy.

Number two: St.
Patrick’s Day

I know, I know,
anything with ‘saint’
in the name is not
exactly screaming sex;
however, if you can
think there’s anything
sexier than a guy
banishing every snake
off of an entire country
like St. Pat did, then

you’re wrong.
Add in shitty beer
and everyone wearing
the color green — the
sexiest color for which
I’ll be accepting zero
arguments on this point
— and you’ve got quite
the steamy holiday.
You
might
be
thinking
at
this
moment, “But I’m not
Irish, the holiday is not
that exciting and with
a name like Delaney
Halloran you definitely
seem Irish and biased.”
And my response to
that is I am obnoxiously
Irish, and you bet your
ass a holiday where
people are encouraged
to kiss me for it is going
to be a favorite.

necessarily get my
engines revving either.
Still, winter holidays
involve a lot of layers.
Images of a strapping
young lady taking off
her coat by the fire or
Chris Evans in a woven
knit sweater are like
Wattpad gold. Winter
weather
requires
keeping each other
warm by whatever
means necessary.
Now, not everyone
might
be
getting
excited about doing the
deed in your childhood
bedroom while you
pray your bed doesn’t
squeak, but there’s
something kind of
exciting about being
sneaky, right?

If initially winter
holidays don’t seem
sexually appealing, I
understand. All of those
religious undertones
and
materialistic
obsessions
don’t

A holiday dedicated
to gorging yourself and
with a history that’s
assimilationist at best
and outright racist at
worst is not a prime
time for getting busy,

Number three:
Winter Holidays

Number four:
Thanksgiving

but it has some sexladen qualities.
There’s a whole lot
of phallic imagery
involved
in
all
the
stuffing
and
creaming of things on
Thanksgiving.
Plus,
the holiday typically
has a built in time for a
nap which is perfect for
building your energy
reserves. And really,
there’s no better way
to relieve the tension of
a ruined Thanksgiving
than by just going to
town.

instead
be
called
“Can’t Get a Dinner
Reservation
Day.”
Also, to whomever
decided to put a
romantic holiday in the
middle of February:
my seasonal depression
would like to have a
word.
Still, I’ll give the
day some sexy points
for the discounted
chocolate the week
after
Valentine’s
Day and the blatant
encouragement to get
it on.
To see the last two
Number five:
sexy holidays , head
Valentine’s Day
over to thespectrum.
Some of you are
com and continue from
surprised
to
see
“Number Five”
Valentine’s Day listed
so low, but the holiday
for lovers has really just
turned into a holiday
where single people
remind couples how
insufferable they are —
which, while not totally
off-base, certainly does
ruin the mood.
The holiday should
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The Madden curse revisited
Is Patrick
Mahomes
seeing ghosts?

While recently it’s been hit or miss, when the curse rears it’s ugly
head it can ruin a player’s season
Mason Urban

Sam Darnold saw them
once, perhaps the former
MVP is now too
Dallas Korelc

Contributing Writer
It might be time to
start worrying about
the Kansas City Chiefs
and more specifically,
Patrick Mahomes. Last
week I was willing to
say the Chiefs are still a
Superbowl contending
team, but that was
before I saw them
play the Tennessee
Titans. The Chiefs
and Mahomes were
only able to put up
three points against the
Titans on Sunday. They
haven’t been held to
three points since 2012,
when they went 2-14.
So that begs the
question, what is going
on with Mahomes and
the Chiefs after backto-back Super Bowl
appearances
over
the last two seasons?
During the preseason
Patrick
Mahomes
was the betting front
runner for MVP, so
it is safe to say that
this poor performance
was not expected at
the beginning of the
year. What has caused
such a hard fall from
grace? Mahomes has
been trying to do
way too much and if
he doesn’t stop, the
Chiefs might miss the
playoffs all together.
This is a very highpowered offense when
they are clicking. We
have all seen what
this team is capable of
with all their weapons.
However, Mahomes
has been trying to
force
throws
that
should not be made
which has led to him
being tied for first in
interceptions thrown
this year with nine,
and in total turnovers
with 11 through the

first seven weeks.
There have been
multiple occurrences
this season where
Mahomes has decided
to not throw the ball
away or dump it off
to his running back or
tight end, but instead
decides to throw it
40 yards downfield
to a receiver who
is covered. He also
had a play where he
dropped the snap
and was immediately
surrounded
by
defenders.
Instead
of taking the sack he
decided to throw the
ball up in a prayer, but
the only one there was
a defender. It is plays
like these that have
proven he is trying to do
too much with nothing.
But is it all his fault?
So far this season,
the Chiefs’s offense has
still been good despite
the turnover numbers,
yet they have one of
the worst defensive
groups in the NFL
right now. Even though
Patrick
Mahomes
is having his worst
season yet, you cannot
pin all of Kansas City’s
problems on him.
His defense has
allowed the fourth most
yards in the league and
has allowed the third
most points in the
league. If you pair that
up with a struggling
quarterback, you get a
team with a negative
record through seven
weeks of action. Does
this mean the Chiefs
are in trouble? It
could if this defense
doesn’t shape up, and
Mahomes
continues
to force passes and
turn the ball over. The
Chiefs may be in for
a frightening season.

missing the following
two seasons while he
was recovering from
the injury.
The following year,
one of the greatest
running backs of all
time, Barry Sanders,
was selected to be the
next cover athlete.
Unfortunately, shortly
after being announced
as the cover athlete,
Sanders unexpectedly
announced
his
retirement
from
football.
Marshall Faulk was
named the cover athlete
for Madden NFL 2003.
This would be the
beginning of Faulk’s
decline as it was the
first season that he
would fail to rush for
more than 1,000 yards.
His rushing totals
would continue to
decline the following
seasons before having

to retire in 2006 due to
a knee injury.
Coming off an
MVP season in 2005,
Shaun Alexander was
rewarded with being on
the cover of Madden.
A few months after
being chosen for the
cover, Alexander broke
his foot, making it the
first season where he
didn’t rush for 1,000
yards since becoming a
starter. His 2007 season
was riddled with even
more injuries, and then
in 2008 he was cut by
the Seahawks.
Cleveland Browns
running back Peyton
Hillis came out of
nowhere in 2010 and
was chosen for the
cover of Madden ‘12.
He played just 10 games
that season, rushing for
just 587 yards. This
ended his tenure in
Cleveland, along with

his relevance in the
league.
Staff Writer
Arguably the biggest
The NFL video
recent evidence of the
game
known
as
Madden curse comes
‘Madden’ has become
from the Madden ‘19
synonymous with the
cover athlete Antonio
“Madden Curse.” The
Brown. While the
Madden Curse is when
curse didn’t set in right
the cover athlete for
away, it didn’t take too
that year’s Madden
long for it to strike.
experiences a down
After having a good
season. This could be
2018 season, Brown
due to the player’s own
requested a trade from
underperformance or
the Steelers in the
because of injury.
offseason.
The first ever athlete
This
is
where
to be featured on the
the curse hits, as he
cover of Madden was
was traded to the
San Fransisco 49er’s
Raiders where nothing
running back Garrison
went right. After a
Hearst. Hearst was
cryotherapy treatment,
coming off a historic
Brown
developed
season, and while he
frostbite on his feet.
didn’t
immediately
Additionally, the NFL
experience regression
had banned the helmet
the following season,
that Brown had worn
he broke his ankle in
his entire career. This
the playoffs against the
led to him threatening
Falcons. This led to him
to retire if the NFL
didn’t let him wear
it. Finally, some offthe-field issues and
verbal confrontations
with Raiders’s General
Manager
Mike
Mayock, saw Brown
traded before he ever
played a game for
the Raiders. Brown
appeared in one game
for the Patriots before
being released by them
as well.
The Madden curse
doesn’t strike every
year, but when it does,
it can be brutal for the
athlete that was graced
with the privilege of
Peyton Hillis shined bright, but he might have flown too close to the sun.
Blogspot.com |Photo Courtesy being on the cover.

Want more SPOOKY content?
Visit our website for more Halloween content!
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Sugar Ray Robinson’s nightmare turned reality
Full story from Front Page
Ian Longtin
Sports Editor

It’s happened to
everyone at one point or
another: You lay down
to sleep at night, and
end up having a dream
that feels more real than
others. Typically, the
details and specifics of
your dreams get hazy
and drift away not long
after you wake up.
Some dreams are
different. Sometimes
you
remember
everything
that
happened, remember
exactly how everything
felt and swear the
dream felt more like
an actual memory or
premonition.
On the night of June
23, 1974, boxing legend
Sugar Ray Robinson
fell asleep the night
before the first title
defense of his career.
That night, Robinson
had one of these
supernaturally-realfeeling dreams. The
thing is, Robinson’s
dream unfolded right
before his eyes the next
day in the ring against
22-year-old
Jimmy
Doyle.
In
his
dream,
Robinson envisioned
himself knocking out
Doyle with a left hook.
The only problem was
in the dream Doyle

never got up off the
canvas, as he laid
there dead. Robinson
woke
up
shaken.
He
immediately
considered pulling out
of the fight. The dream
felt so real, and the last
thing Robinson wanted
to do was risk seriously
injuring Doyle.
A talk with a Catholic
priest
convinced
Robinson that what
happened truly was just
a dream, and had no
bearing on that night’s
fight. Hours later,
having been convinced
to move forward with
the fight, Robinson’s
nightmare
unfolded
before his eyes.
Robinson controlled
the fight for the first
seven rounds. Victory
was all but guaranteed
when a left hook, just
like the one Robinson
had
envisioned,
connected with Doyle’s
head, knocking him to
the canvas. The referee
quickly realized Doyle
was unresponsive, and
the boxer was rushed to
a nearby hospital.
The
attempts
to
revive
Doyle
were
unsuccessful.
Robinson’s dream had
become reality, just as
he was afraid of.
Later,
Robinson
spoke on the dream
saying, “I woke up in a

cold sweat, yelling for
Jimmy to ‘get up, get
up, get up.’ My yelling
woke me up, I guess.
Continued
from
front page
And the sight of
Jimmy lying there on
the canvas in the dream
seemed so real that I
had the jitters, and I
woke up, and I couldn’t
go back to sleep. I
just laid there, tossing
around in bed and I felt
lousy the next day. And
in the back of my mind,
I felt scared every time
I thought about the
coming fight.”
In wake of the
tragedy, Robinson set up
a trust fund for Doyle’s
parents that would
send them $50 a month
for the next 10 years.
Any criminal charges
against Robinson never
materialized.
Doyle, who died less
than two months before
his 23rd birthday, ended
his boxing career with
43 wins, seven losses
and three draws. He was
the first professional
boxer to die in the ring.
Robinson, who many
would go on to call the
best pound-for-pound
boxer to ever live,
fought 120 more times
after that night.
Robinson finished
his career with a 125- Sugar Ray went on to have a long illustrious career after that tragic night.
19-6 record.
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My frighteningly bad fantasy team
Injuries and poor drafting have led to awful start to this fantasy season

Andrew Haugland
Staff Writer

The
most
frightening
thing
about this ‘spooky’
season is how bad my
fantasy team has been.
For a team that can
sometimes put-up big
numbers, I haven’t
really found my stride
yet, as I am currently
in last place at 1-6.
Now, I strongly
believe that I drafted
horribly. My first pick
of the draft was Lamar
Jackson, who has been
a solid quarterback
throughout the season.
He consistently puts
up good numbers
averaging around 23.7
points. But, I don’t
think it was the smartest
to draft him first, as I
should have gone for
a running back early.
Last week, my team
narrowly lost to my
adversary
108-130,
and yet it still doesn’t
give me much hope.
For whatever reason,
I decided to start the
Denver
Broncos’
receiver Tim Patrick
who
delivered
a

3.6-point performance.
I should’ve done my
research and seen that
Denver’s quarterback
Teddy
Bridgewater
wasn’t exactly the
healthiest man alive.
My team has just
been
atrocious
at
staying healthy this
season with a lot of
guys going down with
big time injuries. The
most prominent injury
hitting my team this
season was Raheem
Mostert. Mostert was
one of my top sleeper
picks, and I had high
hopes for the up and
coming running back.
However, after a costly
knee injury early in
the season, Mostert
announced that he
would need season
ending knee surgery
as this was what was
best for his longterm playing career.
One of the things
that really hurt me was
that Clyde EdwardsHelaire went down with
an MCL sprain. The
injury will leave my
team without EdwardsHelaire for at least a
couple more of weeks.

I understand that he
hasn’t always been the
most productive runner,
but before his injury he
was showing promising
signs. Edwards-Helaire
scored 19.4-points for
my team before getting
injured week five
when the Chiefs were
slaughtered by Buffalo.
Bronco’s receiver
Jerry Jeudy also went
down after suffering
an ankle injury that has

kept him out for most of
the season. Jeudy was
going to be one of the
more productive wide
receivers on my team,
but his injury hasn’t
given me much hope
for him this season.
I also was banking
on some riskier players
coming off the draft.
I picked up Michael
Thomas late in the draft
hoping that he would
be able to recover from

his injury, but much to
my dismay he hasn’t
recovered yet. So, I was
forced to drop him from
team in week three.
Another risky player
I thought was going
to have a fantastic
season was Will Fuller
IV. Fuller has been
battling a broken finger
throughout much of the
season. He did however
get some snaps in
weeks three and four,

Lamar has been the lone bright spot on this fantasy football roster.

but only was able to
get a total of 8.6-points.
Throughout all the
chaos this season, I
still have hope for my
fantasy team. Although
every week seems
to be more and more
difficult to get a win.
On the bright side
we are only halfway
through the season,
and there is still a lot of
football to be played.
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Grow it faster with us.
The future of Enterprise is fueled by our
Management Training Program. Become one
of our future leaders and learn ﬁrst-hand what
it takes to run a multi-million dollar business.
From day one you will enjoy excellent training
and real responsibility to help you build the
skills you will need to succeed in your career.
Get started today:
careers.enterprise.com
Equal Opportunity Employer/Disability/Veterans

©2019 Enterprise Holdings, Inc. X00000.00/00

Classifieds
HELP WANTED

Help Wanted:
Carol Widman's Candy Co.
Fargo, needs seasonal help through
Christmas. There is a possibility of
continued employment after Christmas.
$14.00/hr. Please apply on
Indeed.com.

No phone calls please.

11TH ANNUAL GERTRUDE WEIGUM HINSZ LECTURE

Place Matters:

LGBTQ Families in Community Context
Monday, November 8, 2021
3:30-5 p.m.
NDSU Alumni Center Diederich Atrium
A reception will follow the lecture
Free and open to the public – face coverings required

Presented by

Ramona Faith Oswald, Ph.D.

Professor and Head, Human Development
and Family Studies; University of Illinois

LGBTQ parents and their children live in every type of community; differences in location are linked to
intersections of race, class, gender and place-based attachments and identities. These communities vary in
their social climate for LGBTQ issues, and community climate variations have an impact on the health and
well-being, as well as the political engagement, of LGBTQ parents and their children.
Oswald will describe what is known about the social climate within local legal, political, religious, educational
and employment contexts that LGBTQ parents and their children traverse in daily living. Further, she
will summarize the research on how this climate impacts their quality of life. Also, she will discuss the
importance of understanding communities as ever-changing, in part due to the efforts of LGBTQ parents
and their children.
The Human Development and Family Science Department gratefully acknowledges the support of the
Gertrude Weigum Hinsz Lecture Endowment Fund.
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